Simulation study of proton-induced and iron-induced extensive air shower at the knee energies using the new Tibet experiment
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As the particle lateral density distribution of extensive air showers (EAS) is the key quantity for most of the ground-based cosmic-ray experiments, the lateral distribution function (LDF) of EAS plays an important role in the analysis of the air-shower events. It can be used to derive air-shower size and age, etc, which, in turn, can be used to estimate the energy and particle type of the incident primary cosmic rays. To measure the chemical compositions of primary cosmic rays at the knee energies, the Tibet AS\gamma collaboration started constructing a new hybrid detector system in Tibet, China, in 2014. The new hybrid experiment consists of the air-shower array (Tibet-AS), the air-shower core-detector array (YAC) and the underground water-Cherenkov muon-detector array (MD). Based on a full Monte-Carlo simulation for the new Tibet hybrid experiment (Tibet-AS+YAC+MD), we developed modified LDFs for proton-induced and iron-induced air showers, respectively. As an application of the new LDFs, we derive some characteristic parameters sensitive to the primary composition.
1. Introduction

It is well known that the all-particle energy spectrum of primary cosmic rays follows a broken power law, i.e., the spectrum shape, $dN/dE \propto E^{-\gamma}$, steepens at energies around $4 \times 10^{15}$ eV where the spectral index changes from $\gamma \approx -2.7$ to $\gamma \approx -3.1$ \cite{1, 2}. Such a structure of the all-particle energy spectrum is called the “knee”, which is considered to be closely related to the origin of Galactic cosmic rays \cite{3}. Many hypotheses and mechanisms have been proposed to explain the knee, e.g \cite{4, 5}, and all these approaches can describe the knee structure well, but there are much discrepancies in the prediction of the individual components at the knee region. Thus, it is important to measure the primary chemical compositions or mass groups at the knee energies, especially, to measure the primary energy spectra of individual component and determine the break energy of spectral index for individual component (Proton, Helium, ..., Iron). These measurements will answer whether or not the knee is contributed by the nearby source(s), and will judge whether the knee position of each component relies on either Atomic number (Z) or Mass number (A) or others.

Direct cosmic-ray measurements on board balloons or satellites are the best way to study the chemical composition, while the maximum energy they can cover is up to $10^{14}$ eV/nucleon at most due to limited detection area or exposure time. We may have no choice but to rely on ground-based air-shower (AS) measurements to study the primary chemical composition around the knee.

To measure the chemical compositions of primary cosmic rays at the knee, the Tibet AS$\gamma$ collaboration has been developing a new hybrid detector system in Tibet, China, since 2014, as described in the next Sec. 2.

Since the particle lateral density distribution of extensive air showers (EAS) is the key quantity for most of the ground-based cosmic-ray experiments, the lateral distribution function (LDF) of EAS plays an important role in the analysis of the air-shower events. It can be used to derive air shower size and age, which, in turn, can be used to estimate the energy and particle type of the primary cosmic rays. Based on a full Monte Carlo simulation for the new Tibet hybrid experiment, we analyze differences of proton-induced and iron-induced air showers, and obtain modified LDFs for each of the components.

The new LDFs are applied to derive characteristic parameters which are sensitive to the mass of the primary.

2. Some details of the new experiment

The new hybrid experiment consists of three different types of detector arrays: 1) air-shower array (Tibet-AS), 2) Yangbajing air-shower core-detector array (YAC) and 3) underground water-Cherenkov muon-detector array (MD) (Fig. 1). They are located at Yangbajing (4300 m a.s.l.; 606 g/cm$^2$) in Tibet, China. The Tibet-AS consists of 789 detector units covering an area of $\sim 50,000$ m$^2$; the YAC consists of 124 detector units covering an area of $\sim 500$ m$^2$ and the five MD pools consists of 80 cells, with an area of $\sim 4,200$ m$^2$. This hybrid experiment is designed not only for observation of air showers of nuclear component origin, but also for observation of high-energy celestial gamma rays by using (Tibet-AS+MD). Details are in papers \cite{6, 7}.

The YAC array is constructed near the center of the Tibet-AS array (Fig. 1), and it has been operated simultaneously with Tibet-AS and MD array. For an air-shower event, 1) Tibet-AS pro-
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the current new Tibet ASγ experiment. Open squares: Tibet-AS consisting of 789 scintillation detectors (each surface area is 0.5 m²). Filled blue squares: MD (5 pools each of which consists of 16 cells (each 52 m²)). Filled red squares: YAC consisting of 124 detectors (each 0.4 m²).

provides the arrival direction (θ, φ) and the air shower size, \( N_e \) and age \( s \) (see later for these) which are interrelated to primary energy; 2) YAC measures mainly high energy electromagnetic particles in the core region so as to obtain the characteristic parameters of air-shower cores; 3) MD is sensitive to high-energy muons above 1 GeV. When a YAC event is triggered, its accompanying air shower is simultaneously recorded. The matching between YAC, AS and MD events is made by their arrival time stamps.

3. Monte Carlo Simulations

We have carried out a full Monte Carlo (MC) simulation on the development of air showers in the atmosphere using the simulation code Corsika [8]. Three hadronic interaction models, QGSJET01c, SIBYLL2.1 and EPOS-LHC, are used to generate air-shower events with primary energy above 50 TeV. Two primary composition models, namely, “He-poor” and “He-rich” models [6, 7], are used to appraise the systematic errors attributable to primary composition models.

In this simulation, primary cosmic rays within the zenith angles smaller than 60 degrees are thrown into the atmosphere isotropically, and all shower particles in the atmosphere are traced down to the minimum energy of 1 MeV. The detector responses to shower particles falling on the detectors of (Tibet-AS+YAC+MD) array are calculated using the Geant4 [9], where the detector
performance, trigger efficiency and effective area are adequately taken into account based on the experimental conditions.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Lateral distribution function of EAS

The reconstruction of core position, the arrival direction, the air-shower size ($N_e$), and the air-shower age ($s$), is done using information of the Tibet-AS array. Here $N_e$ is defined as the total effective number of particles in an air shower; it is estimated from the observed energy deposit in each detector of Tibet-AS (in unit of peak position value of the energy deposit distribution due to nearly vertical muons; this is obtained by calibration runs and corresponding M.C with low energy primary particles). The mean error of the core position is estimated as $\sim 5$ m, and the mean error of the arrival direction can be estimated as $\sim 0.2^\circ$ at energies above $10^{14}$ eV.

In this work, we focus on the lateral distribution function (LDF) of air showers, since the air-shower size ($N_e$), and the air-shower age ($s$), in each event are obtained by fitting LDF to experimental data, and they are used to estimate the primary energy and primary particle type.

As the LDF, we use the NKG type function

$$f(r, s) = \frac{N_e}{C(s)} \left( \frac{r}{r_m} \right)^{a(s)} \left( 1 + \frac{r}{r_m} \right)^{b(s)} / r_m^2 , \quad (4.1)$$

$$C(s) = 2\pi B[a(s) + 2, -b(s) - a(s) - 2] . \quad (4.2)$$

Here $B$ denotes the beta function. In the original NKG function, $a = s - 2$, $b = s - 4.5$ are used and $r_m = 130$ m at the Yangbajing altitude, but we modify it so that both $a$ and $b$ are bit more complicated functions of age $s$ and we use $r_m = 30$ m [3]. To see the feasibility of two LDFs, age $s$ is determined by fitting $f(r, s)$ to the average MC data for the “carpet” (i.e, completely dense) array.

Figure 2: Comparison between the modified NKG function (solid lines) and the original NKG function (dotted lines) in different zenith angles (left: $1.0 \leq \sec(\theta) \leq 1.1$; right: $1.3 \leq \sec(\theta) \leq 1.4$). They are fitted to the M.C lateral distribution of energy deposit in the “carpet” array (open circles).
configuration\textsuperscript{1}. The result is shown in Fig. 2: our modified NKG function is a better LDF in this case.

Next, in stead of using “carpet” array, fitting is tried to M.C data for the real 789 Tibet-AS detectors. Fig. 3 shows the fractional difference between the true shower size ($N_{e\_true}$, red lines) and the estimated shower size ($N_{e\_fit}$, blue circles): Top figures are obtained by the original NKG function and bottom ones by the modified NKG function, for two different zenith angle regions. While we see $\sim 10\%$ (for smaller zenith angles) and $\sim 20\%$ (for larger zenith angles) lower estimate of $N_{e}$ by the original NKG function, the modified NKG function gives almost satisfactory results ($< 2\%$) as seen in the figures.

Hereafter we use our modified LDF in this paper.
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**Figure 3:** Fractional difference of the estimated shower size ($N_{e\_fit}$, blue circles) from the true shower size ($N_{e\_true}$, red lines): Top one by the original NKG function and bottom by the modified one in different zenith angles.

### 4.2 Lateral distribution function for Proton and Iron

Considering the different feature of AS development for different primary cosmic-ray nuclei,

\textsuperscript{1}The age, $s$, is originally a parameter expressing the one dimensional development of “electrons” ($s = 1$ corresponds to the shower maximum depth), but we use it as a parameter in the lateral distribution dependent of detector structure, $f(r,s)$. It also reflects the development of A.S but $s = 1$ does not mean the shower maximum.
the lateral distribution of air showers for proton (or iron) primaries may be different from that for the all particles, and we try to develop LDFs for proton and iron components, respectively, for the current new Tibet ASγ hybrid experiment. This is to get $a(s)$ and $b(s)$ for the case of pure protons and pure iron. Fig. 4 (left) shows a comparison of $a(s)$ for three different primary compositions: all particles, protons and irons. The right one is the same one for $b(s)$. They are almost the same for the three cases at $s < 1.2$, although there are some differences at $s > 1.2$.

Despite the differences at $s > 1.2$, it is found that there is little difference between the estimated shower sizes ($N_e$), and ages ($s$), whether we use the LDF for protons, irons or all particles. For example, take the iron nuclei primary case, as shown in Fig. 5, the error of estimated $N_e$ is $\sim 5\%$ at primary energies around $10^{15}$ eV, independently of the LDFs for the iron or all-particle case.

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Figure 4:** The numerical values of $a$ (left figure) and $b$ (right figure) plotted as a function of age $s$ in the case of pure protons (red squares), pure irons (blue triangles) and all particles (black circles), based on the QGSJET01c+He-poor model, with $1.0 \leq \sec(\theta) \leq 1.1$.

### 4.3 Air shower age ($s$)

When reconstructing the air shower size ($N_e$), the air shower age ($s$), is also obtained by fitting the lateral density distribution of air showers. It is sensitive to the primary cosmic-ray type, as shown in Fig. 4, which shows $s$ parameter distributions obtained with $a(s)$ and $b(s)$ in the all-particle case. We see different distributions for the proton and iron primary cases.

### 4.4 Reconstruction of YAC and MD array

The reconstruction of air-shower core events is done by the YAC array, and we could obtain the following 5 parameters to characterize an air-shower core event: $N_{hit}$, $N_b^{top}$, $\sum N_b$, $\langle R \rangle$ and $\langle N_b R \rangle$, all those parameters are reconstructed from the evaluation of the burst size ($N_b$) under the lead plate of a YAC detector unit, that is the total energy loss in each scintillator divided by the single peak value. For the MD array, we get the sum of muons ($N_\mu$) “fired” in the MD array for each air-shower event. Details about the reconstruction of YAC and MD can be seen in paper [3]. We did the study of mass composition of primary cosmic rays based on those parameters and the parameters reconstructed by the Tibet-AS array.
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Figure 5: Shower size resolution of iron nuclei is estimated to be $\sim 5\%$ at primary energy around $10^{15}$ eV. This is independent of whether we use $a(s)$ and $b(s)$ for the all-particle (red circles) or pure iron (blue squares) case (QGSJET01c+He-poor model and $1.0 \leq \sec(\theta) \leq 1.1$).

Figure 6: The estimated age parameter $s$ reflects primary type and almost independent of choice of $a(s)$ and $b(s)$. Here we show $s$ distribution with $a(s)$ and $b(s)$ obtained for the all-particle case. Left: primary energy is around 500 TeV. Right: primary energy around 1000 TeV. In both cases, red is for the proton primary and blue for the iron primary ($1.0 \leq \sec(\theta) \leq 1.1$).

5. Summary

In this paper, we mainly analyzed the differences of proton-induced and iron-induced air shower, and developed the modified LDFs for all particles, proton and iron components, respectively, based on the full Monte Carlo simulation for the new Tibet AS$\gamma$ hybrid experiment. We found that the lateral distribution of shower particles (in terms of energy deposit in detectors) obtained by the Tibet-AS array is well reproduced by the modified NKG function. The shower size ($N_e$) resolution is estimated to be $\sim 5\%$ at primary energies around 1000 TeV for iron primaries. The reconstruction
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of characteristic parameters which are sensitive to the mass of the primary, like the air shower age ($s$), is also discussed here. The results show that the new Tibet hybrid experiment is powerful to study the primary chemical composition, and we look forward to the latest results.
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